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### BASIC CONTROL WALKING

**Ch 3 Seca Novice Only**

- **Are you ready?** Forward, Slow, Fast, Normal, Right turn, Left turn, About turn, Halt, Exercise finished.
  - Dog does not walk within arm’s length
  - Handler adapts to pace of dog
  - Other / Comments:
  - No change of pace
  - Leash guidance / handler physically guides dog

### Recall

**Ch 3 Sec 1b**

- **Are you ready?** Leave your dog, Call your dog, Exercise finished.
  - More than one “wait” command and/or signal
  - Dog does not come on 1st command and/or signal
  - Dog remains out of reach
  - Other / Comments:
  - Dog does not “wait”
  - Dog does not come directly to handler
  - Handler physically guides dog

### HARNESS & HITCH

**Ch 3 Sec 2**

- **Are you ready?** Harness your dog, (Back your dog – travois or sled), Hitch your dog, Exercise finished.
  - Dog is uncooperative/resists harness or hitching
  - Dog is incorrectly harnessed or hitched
  - Other / Comments:
  - Dog doesn’t “wait” while rig brought into ring (Open)
  - Rough handling of dog

### PRACTICAL DRAFT WORK

**Basic Command**

**Ch 3 Sec 3a**

- **Forward, Slow, Normal, Halt, Back your dog**
  - No Halt
  - Dog does not back required distance in 1 min.
  - Excessive “hovering” to force “back-up”
  - Other / Comments:
  - No Slow
  - Dog substantially changes direction while backing
  - Leash guidance/handler physically guides dog/rim

### Control with Distractions

**Ch 3 Sec 3b**

- **Are you ready?** Harness your dog, (Back your dog – travois or sled), Hitch your dog,
  - Dog changes direction in response to distraction
  - Dog chases or is fearful of distraction
  - Dog fails due to natural distraction
  - Other / Comments:
  - Dog fails to resume exercise
  - Dog upsets rig
  - Moves stationary draft rig in response to distraction
  - Dog barks out of control or shows aggression

### Loading & Unloading

**Ch 3 Sec 3c**

- **Halt, Load your draft rig, Forward, Halt, Unload your draft rig**
  - Dog does not halt on command
  - Does not cooperate for loading and unloading
  - Does not wait in position when greeting/patted
  - Aggression/shyness when greeted/patted
  - Other / Comments:
  - Dog does not wait
  - Dog upsets rig
  - Dog refuses to pull loaded rig
  - Load falls out of rig
  - Leash guidance/handler physically guides dog/rim

### Maneuvering

**Ch 3 Sec. 3d**

- All maneuvers are not executed
- Contact by dog/handler/rim with any obstacle
- Contact by dog/handler/rim with narrows
- Other / Comments:
  - Dog upsets draft rig
  - Leash guidance/handler physically guides dog/rim
  - Dog/handler/rim does not go through narrows

### Narrows

**Ch3 Sec 3d.c**

- **Are you ready?** Harness your dog, (Back your dog – travois or sled), Hitch your dog,
  - Dog/handler/rim does not go through narrows
  - Halt, Remove the obstacle, Forward (Halt, Replace the obstacle – optional)
  - Does not wait while obstacle is removed/replaced
  - Other / Comments:
  - Handler does not replace obstacle (if required)

### Movables Obstacle

**Ch3 Sec. 3dc**

- Position your dogs for the stay, Leave your dogs, Return to your dogs, Exercise finished. (Open stay – out of sight)
  - More than one “stay” command and/or signal
  - Dog changes position (e.g. from down to sit/stand)
  - Dog incorrectly harnessed/hitched
  - Other / Comments:
  - Dog moves out of place
  - Dog barks or whines repeatedly
  - Rough placement of dog

### DISTANCE FREIGHT HAUL

**Ch 3 Sec 5**

- Load significantly unbalanced when moving
- Freight load exceeds dog’s pulling capacity
- Team does not complete the course
- Dog is incorrectly harnessed/hitched
- Other/comments:
  - Dog upsets rig
  - Dog refuses to move loaded rig/accompany handler
  - Dog/ribs collides with object
  - Leash guidance/handler physically guides dog/rim
  - Physical guidance of dog/rim without judge approval

### Other

- Aggression
- Fear
- Uncontrolled behavior
- Food/toys during test
- Equipment Failure
- Fouling ring or freight haul
- Other
- Dog leaves ring

### ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

---
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